Professor Tribe,

Don’t you just love “AutoReply” that allows each of us to know where those who feel the need to stay constantly informed by me let the world know where they are and when; and at the same time too busy are the likes of corrupt people such as you keeping track of your lies from day one to have got your software engineers to figure out which people such as me should not receive such highly informative auto responses.

When you smooze you also lose!

I know that your biggest concern right now is not about my personal safety but rather what date we will be having our first seminar-workshop on www.just3ants.com, “We dug our hole all the way to China.”

My very sexy French-Canadian wife, so much more beautiful and a far more perfect clothes horse figure than French actress Juliette Binoche who stars in, Dan In Real Life, just a few weeks ago agreed to reduce her 51% control interest in our intellectual property that includes www.just3ants.com, now says after Adam L. Tucker provided his assessment of a letter from Joey Riley now on the “$ hit list” [sic], only available on just3ants.com:
“2 percent now. I am sorry!” followed a moments later with, “You didn’t put Joey up on the “$ hit list” [sic] did you?”

This is not the first time Marie Dion Gevisser has heard from indistinguishable herds of future wildebeest who whenever they can’t respond to what I write they try communicating with my math wizard, beyond belief logical thinking and very literate in both the English and French language, French-Canadian wife,

“We like you. The problem is your husband. He is abusing you. He is out-of-control. He has even you so very smart, brainwashed. We try telling you but you don’t seem to understand what it is to like to get caught in his cross-hairs as he sits patiently watching us inevitably reveal our true colors.”

Did you know that my F-C wife still has her going on 2 decade old Epilady which she purchased without even knowing that I was Epilady USA Inc.‘s Chief Operating Officer, having been brought in back in 1989, right after my first fact finding mission to China, to restructure this hair removal product produced on Kibbutz Hagoshrim in northern Israel; and you would understand why exactly we never experienced a single knock-off of this high margin most torturous device for knarly haired women, coming from the Peoples Republic of Communist China whose very close ties with Israel began around that time.

At 1:24 PM Pacific Standard Time I got off a 7 minute and 40 second phone conversation over an unsecured landline with a Chicago, Illinois based diamond-money laundering dealer who established nexus between me, him and De Beers the price fixers of price fixers, beginning with when he and I first met upon disembarking at Chicago’s O’Hare Airport back on March 17th, 1978, one week shy of my 21st birthday, given how both his wife, Anthea and youngest daughter Melissa were on the plane along with me and my father, Bernie Gevisser who like this diamond dealer was totally unaware of the very significant “Letter of Introduction” handed to me in an unsealed envelope by my Royal Mater-Mother just as I was about to board the plane, the day before, March 16th, in Durban, South Africa, without even letting me know this very important letter, that was at least 7 odd years “in the making”, had been signed by my uncle Dave Gevisser, my father’s first cousin, but much more importantly, my mother’s very close and “lucky friend”, who remains the American head of the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel, the mafia of mafia, price fixers of price fixers, the central bank of central banks.

Moreover, this diamond-money laundering middleman-price fixer who first left a message for me on my cell phone voicemail this past week for me to call and “chit chat” and to, “By the way be a nice loyal friend and remove me from your email list because we simply don’t have the time” established exactly when he got in bed with the DAAC, the diamond-money laundering-terrorist of terrorist financing organization in 1979 when Codiam Inc. was his primary supplier.

Furthermore, this diamond currency price fixer who plays his role perfectly in the DAAC being allowed for more than a century now to be the world’s allocator of resources, recalls how a year later in 1980, just after the DAAC began collapsing
the gold market, I officially joined Codiam Inc., the DAAC’s principal price-fixing operation on U.S. soil at their headquarters on 47th-Wall Street, New York City, the DAAC’s money laundering and intelligence gathering capital.

Again, the whole purpose of the likes of Codiam Inc. having a physical presence on U.S. soil when they could just as easily use phones and better yet simply send couriers over from the DAAC’s Central Selling Organization based in downtown London, England to have ultra orthodox Jewish-Black Hatter, Martin Rapaport then publish in his Rapaport Report the fixed price of cut diamond currency always price fixed at more than a barrel of oil is really only to demonstrate to the 3 Branches of the U.S. Government the DAAC’s extraordinary “Money Power”.


Such arrogance written loud and clear in Hollywood blockbuster author Edward Jay Epstein’s, The Diamond Invention, very specifically each and every chapter and none more so important than Chapter 9, DIAMONDS FOR HITLER and Chapter 18, THE AMERICAN CONSPIRACY which details a meeting at the Carlyle Hotel located on the upper east end of New York City, between President elect John F. Kennedy and Harry Oppenheimer, the Anglo South African head of the DAAC, just after the DAAC had rigged the 1960 Presidential election and when JFK was about to be sworn in as the 35th President of the United States that also bears the title, Commander In Chief of all United States Armed Forces.

Suffice to say all Ernest Slotar of Slotar Inc. wanted me to know both in the voice message he left as well as when we spoke, was how much he appreciated how very courteous I was both to his daughter and wife on the plane ride over, some 360 months plus one week ago, and that he only has very fond memories of me although he of course didn’t want to get into how this conversation was an exact repeat of our previous conversation of about 2 years ago, the first in some 26 years when he told me “point blank” that he didn’t want to discuss the “politics of The Diamond Invention”, again a most fascinating non-fiction novel only available on the Internet written by Hollywood blockbuster author Edward Jay Epstein.

Can you believe that someone who isn’t either my grandfather or grandmother would repeat time and again how their only memories of me going back some 30 years ago was that I was “so nice and courteous”, all the while in this conversation asking me twice right after asking me the first time,

“How is your mother and father?”

I am waiting to hear back from Mr. Jeffrey R. Krinsk Esq. exactly what other evidence would be admissible when naming Ernest Slotar as an unindicted co-conspirator when proceeding with the impeachment of the entire United States Congress.

Article Two of the United States Constitution (Section 4) states that "The President, Vice President, and all other civil Officers of the United States shall be removed from Office on
Impeachment for, and Conviction of, Treason, Bribery, or other High Crimes and Misdemeanors.”

Either by means of incompetence, culpability, or both, each and every member of the United States Congress has committed impeachable offenses; trials and investigation into impeachable offenses committed while in a position of civil service are necessary to create accountability in our government elected and non-elected officials with the sole responsibility of representing “We the people…”

As you can well imagine Ernest is not the happiest person in the world right now but the same may not be said for all those live victims of the DAAC’s genocides going back to the turn of the century including the American led 8 Allied Nations invasion of China in 1900 and the American financed Anglo Boer-Farmer War 1899-1902, again all financed by J. P. Morgan and Co. who you remember also financed De Beers, all at the same time.

You should now prepare a “Memo to file” that begins,

I have failed miserably while getting everyone to debate whether verbiage like “ethnic cleansing civil wars” make it easier or harder to digest the rather simple word, “genocide”, to inform my students, my colleagues, my insurance broker responsible for my liability insurance coverage that before Gary S. Gevisser joined De Beers officially his mother, Zena, flew into Chicago to “make good” on that Letter of Introduction, to Gary S. Gevisser’s uncle David Gevisser’s lawyers located on Bush Street San Francisco, and then had Gary hand Ernest a cut diamond that Ernest who kept priding himself on his memory in this almost 8 minute conversation, thought was around 3 carats.

Furthermore, the fact that I pride myself on being first and foremost a qualified lawyer have failed to also connect the dots between Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals being established by the father of David Gevisser’s major benefactor, American Charles Engelhard in 1902, the same year Harry Oppenheimer’s father stepped foot in South Africa, is again just part and parcel of either my lack of competency or culpability or both, take your pick!”

Mr. Tribe, I submit you should not only relinquish your license to practice law but resign your Professorship at Harvard Law School and then give serious thought to what retribution you are willing to make to all the victims out there or do you still think like most poorly conditioned only knowing to grab the money without asking any questions.

By the Way, when it comes to compassion between the victim and the perpetrator are you really gray in the matter?

Why is Tefo still alive?
If the loan I made him was to keep him honest, than it is the best loan I have made.

Draw the dots, Bosnia, Dr. Death, Darfur, the ethnic cleansing civil wars.

What a choice of words, “Ethnic cleansing civil war”.

You may not have received the most recent edits to the “If the American people…” email I began broadcasting earlier today as prelude to the follow up email to President Bush that will include a hyperlink allowing him, his cabinet, the United States Congress as well as the US Supreme Court, and not to forget Israeli Military Intelligence as well as the Mossad, Israel’s intelligence institute with untethered access to all of Israel’s Special Forces units including the Druiz Special Forces unit most active in the 6 week summer of 2006 war with Hezbollah Special Op commandos mimicking rather brilliantly Israeli Special Forces without taking a single casualty, to all listen in to this rather “telling” voice message left this past week on my cell phone’s answering message by Mr. Slotar.


When clicking on the hyperlink above don’t allow yourself to be distracted by your knowledge of why Israel maintained very close “working relationships” for some 45 odd years with the most brutal, most heinous, most extraordinarily repressive South African Apartheid Regime that came into existence some 12 days following the official start of Israel’s most brutal War of Independence that began on May 14th, 1948.

As you travel through China you will have no idea who amongst the people you meet are giving you nothing more than “lip service” at best.

Moreover, you must now give thought to why my Royal Mater-Mother decided to remain in South Africa in 1972 rather than settle in Israel where her closest and most trusted friends lived including her one Protestant Lily White Wheaty Eating female personal secretary Elizabeth who converted to Judaism and married an officer in Israel’s permanent force army, after she was visited in her bedroom at 50 Bowes Lyon Avenue, Glenwood, Durban, South Africa by two members of South Africa’s Secret Police, commonly known as the Bureau of State Security [BOSS] who “advised” her that my eldest brother Neil Graham Gevisser should immediately leave South Africa after his first book of poems-blank verses, Picking up the pieces of yourself, highly critical of the South African Apartheid Regime had been published by my mothers’ half-brother Commodore Joe Ash, a well known Durban City Council member and Deputy Mayor of this deep water harbor.

At the time my father was out of work and very depressed following the most extraordinary “quick-sale-liquidation” of his and his father, Israel Issy Gevisser’s highly successful multi-national trading conglomerate, The Moshal Gevisser Group
of Companies that came on the heels of my father’s first cousin, David Gevisser deciding to do a deal with The Devil, American Charles Engelhard, an “open supporter” of the South African Apartheid Regime and who along with his Anglo South African partner, Harry Oppenheimer are the featured personalities in Hollywood blockbuster author, Edward Jay Epstein’s most fascinating novel, The Diamond Invention.

You are not the only person in the world aware of the fact that my “born to perform” English mother, was raised by her pogrom orphaned paternal grandmother, Nechie Badash who was a very close confidante of David Ben Gurion, the first head of the Mossad, given how Nechie and Ben Gurion came from the same tiny village of Plonsk, White Russia-Poland and both eventually journeyed to Israel where Nechie was one of the early residents of Tel-Aviv, only “returning to England” in 1929 when my Royal Mater was born.

http://www.just3ants.com/FamilyTrees/GevisserBadash/zena/impwom/default.shtml

Again, you would understand that folks like the Mossad can also read English, the same with Kerene over at the Office of the Israeli Department of Defense Attache at the Israeli Embassy in Washington, DC and when reading my mother’s very carefully crafted memoirs, entitled, “Life Story of Zena” were not as surprised as most who read how my mother “rapidly felt at home in Israel” back in 1947 when learning that my paternal grandfather, Issy Gevisser owned priceless properties in Haifa Harbor even though my mother had never previously visited Israel and at the time couldn’t speak a word of Hebrew but, “From the earliest days of 1949 she visited Israel two and three times a year writing reports for different publications”.

Nor would anyone able to follow a single logical thought be in the least bit surprised how in the same “Life Story of Zena” my mother made reference to how “she made up her mind that they [her 4 children] must be trained to live outside of the country and sadly the land of their birth” after first explaining, “She was devastated when sisters had to attend different classes of her teachings because some could pass for “Whites” whilst others were labeled “Colored”.

Continuing to cut and paste from the 3 page, “Life Story of Zena”.

This was all during her early years as a mother and when her children were born (all four before she was 29).

Suffice to say, Ernest Slotar horribly failed the test my Royal Mater-Mother et al had set for him which explains rather well the extraordinary “deafening silence” between him and me, always so very courteous until such time as I discover someone’s “true colors”.

Then my highly literate mother goes to on say in her increasingly carefully read memoirs only first being broadcast on October 9th, 2001:
Albert Luhzuli (his cousin worked for her), Chief Buthelezi, Alan Paton had a dramatic effect on her. Brought up in an anglicized rather than religious Jewish home she found comfort amongst the Zionist families of Durban. Janie and Maurice Gevisser [parents of David Gevisser], Mary and Charles Lachman and dozens of other people opened their homes to her and it was a great learning process.

Mr. Tribe, you understand that by 1972 all of my mother’s 4 children, I was the youngest, had already been much more than “trained to live outside of” South Africa but yet my mother only decided that my eldest brother should hastily leave for Israel having already completed, mostly in a military prison in solitary confinement, his 9 month compulsory military service for the United States of America’s South African Apartheid Regime who in conjunction with the CIA, all approved by the 3 Branches of the US Government, developed the most macabre biological weapons programme that were implemented worldwide by their assassins with deadly effect.

Moreover, we, and me especially, had already been formally introduced to her very private Swiss banker Mr. Jost based in Zurich, Switzerland, and withdrawing monies out of numbered accounts, you would agree doesn’t require much if any “training” and if forgetful to call, very specifically, Boris Senior, my mother’s most trusted Deputy Chief of Israel Force, a founder of the brutal Israel Air Force and just prior, a World War II Allied fighter-bomber-pilot just like my father flying over northern Italy before Boris was shot down over Venice in his 45th mission, before then becoming a secret member of the Irgun, the more militant Jewish underground movement fighting the British-Americans for a Jewish homeland in Palestine, where Boris ferreted assassins principally out of France housing the most trusted members of the French Underground.

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/dad-lat.htm

Not to mention the psychological damage just the threat of such weapons had on opponents of the US’ South African Apartheid Regime who weren’t already dead.

Mr. Tribe, you recall in Steven SPIelberg’s 2005 epic movie MUNich, how extraordinarily reliable were the French Underground both in providing intelligence as well as weapons including C4 plastic explosives; leading Mr. SPIelberg’s audience to believe quite accurately such mostly devout Roman Catholics were at least as reliable as the Mossad field officers, one and the same as French Mossad Underground responsible for giving the “marching orders” to the Mossad controlled hit squads taking their retribution for the murder of 11 defenseless Israeli athletes at the MUNich Olympics.

Right now, this very moment, we are not talking about either your shame or continued hypocrisy but rather the fate of the totally corrupt government of the United States of America who has yet to be contrite.
Please provide a detailed accounting of who is currently funding your trip to China and whether those advancing you the funds or responsible for reimbursing you upon your return understand perfectly well that the Mossad, no different to De Beers, do not pay for either their intelligence, weapon systems as well as their Dutch or for that matter French-Canadian, Australian, South African, midget etc etc, hookers.

Can you explain why SPIelberg would make such a big deal about the Mossad spending millions of worthless-fictitious so very blood stained De Beers-US Dollars for their own intelligence as well as weapons systems apart from Mr. SPIelberg who has yet to produce the movie The Diamond Invention because he understands the concept, “Don’t bite the hand that feeds you” continues to pull out all stops to promote worthless-fictitious and so very blood stained with Jewish blood US-DeBeers Dollars?

Again, as you shuffle from one meeting in China to the next give also give thought to my decision to possibly throw my hat in the ring to be the next President of South Africa should my wife give me the green light and enough people like Tefo Mohapi see any benefit given how very much we are all on, “borrowed time”.

Not to mention that my cousin, Mark Gevisser, the investigative journalist-author and currently the much acclaimed autobiographer of Thabo Mbeki’s autobiography has yet to disclose his father’s extraordinary close ties to the De Beers Anglo American Cartel with extraordinarily close ties to Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals still headquartered in Newark, New Jersey.

For such a prominent journalist to have failed to disclose his knowledge of the very intimate details that went in to his father receiving the sum of US$6 million immediately following the Mossad ordered assassination of American Charles Engelhard at age 54 and who was laid to rest on March 2nd, 1971 at St. Mary’s Abby Church, Morris Town, two words, New Jersey, is the sort of stuff that can trigger the most bloody revolution anywhere in the world let alone in South Africa where the overwhelmingly majority Black population were brainwashed in to believing that the Truth and Reconciliation Commission which De Beers assembled in 1994 allowing for the smooth transition from their stooge White Regime to the current equally corrupt Black Regime headed by Mbeki, would facilitate the ongoing “status quo” and of course that means the ongoing support of the Armed Forces of the United States of America.

Again, as you “counsel” the Chinese government who are quite assertive in dealing with their own corruption about the “image problems” they are having in Tibet and how that can negatively impact the forthcoming Beijing Olympic Games give thought both to that one of many STORED CD ROMs containing the details of the joint US-South African Apartheid Regime’s biological weapons program as well as that ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report that you will only find on www.just3ants.com along with a rather good analysis, albeit incomplete.
Now consider what the impact would be once the DAAC controlled media begin reporting more instances of US military personnel “turning”.

Moreover, as you prepare to hear the voice message left on my cell phone this past week by increasingly nervous Ernest Slotar, again quite the co-opted-corrupted “middle player” in the Diamond Invention and increasingly feeling alienated from the likes of Stephen Cohen who he stopped doing business with soon after I joined Codiam Inc. and when the DAAC poisoned my liver, consider what the impact would be on the oil market were the State of Israel using one of its most advanced nuclear submarines as a base, to sink a floating oil field better known as a super oil tanker in order to bring that much “closer to home” Israel’s most ingenious Military Report of all time that says in a very CLEAR and SHORT sentence that there exists inextricable ties between the 3 Branches of the US Government and Al Quaida who know better than to bite the hands that feeds them and be so foolish as to attack the oil fields of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Qatar that we all know in the next instant will paralyzes the US economy.

Bear again in mind that Mr. Slotar is someone I have only spoken with once in the past 28 years, and who prefers to think that it is more effective shooting his poison tipped arrows via phone conversations rather than in “black and white” without of course realizing his desperateness is not all that unique.

Moreover, like anyone who has managed to get away either relying on their Trust-Hush-Funds and/or building in their costs of sales, the costs of getting caught, such individuals don’t really quite know how to deal with the awesome power of the internet.

I have to now step outside our studio cliff house in Del Mar, California where we are once again experiencing the most beautiful summer’s day and head to a local tire company in order to rotate the tires on our Mini Cooper S.

Feel free to contact Keren over at the Israeli Embassy in Washington DC and don’t be afraid to ask if their most wired Special Forces unit, Talipot, have got around to fixing the problem she was having with receiving emails from me following the decision by Israeli Military Intelligence to let me know PUBLICLY they had given me the “green light” to broadcast both their ingenious Military Report of all time as well as the analysis.

Do you know of anyone apart from the internet search engines themselves who have as large a “footprint” on the internet as me; someone who not only doesn’t have my own personal secretary but takes care of my worker bee, stiletto like communicator French-Canadian wife’s many needs including most of her typing?

GsG
-----Original Message-----
From: Larry Tribe [mailto:larry@tribelaw.com]
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2008 10:39 AM
To: Gary S Gevisser
Subject: Out of Office AutoReply: IF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE - keep smiling - keep
forgetting - Tibetan guerrillas - RE: Website Activity

Professor Tribe will be in China and away from his email from March 23 to April 3. Given the high volume of email he receives, he may not have a chance to attend
to your message when he returns. If you need to reach him urgently, please try to
contact him through his Harvard Law School office. Thank you.

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20jgrundfest-
people.pdf